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GREEK ISLES & THE CORINTH CANAL - DUBROVNIK TO ATHENS 9 DAY CRUISE

The Greek Islands come alive on a refreshing journey with a
dramatic transit through Nero's Corinth Canal. Your adventure
begins with a call on the secluded walled city of Dubrovnik, on
the cusp of the Dalmatian coast, and then to the winding streets
and squares of limestone cliff-backdropped Kotor, Montenegro.
Sail along the Bay of Vlore, surrounded by the foothills of the
Ceraunian Mountains along the Albanian Adriatic and Ionian
Sea coasts, before calling on the fishing village of Fiskardo, on
the Ionian island of Kefalonia, Greece. Time spent exploring the
4th-century Temple of Apollo ruins at Itea and the paradisical
beaches of Mykonos and Hydra complete your itinerary. ITINERARY

Day 1 Dubrovnik, Croatia

Dubrovnik (Pearl of the Adriatic) is one of the most prominent
destinations in the Adriatic Sea. It lies in the region of Dalmatia
and was awarded World Unesco Heritage status in 1979. The
population is approximately 43,000 and is considered to be
among the 10 best medieval walled cities in the world.
SeaDream anchors off the walled city as a port of call and
tenders directly to the town gate. If you check the land
adventures here, you will find that there are many different
excursions to consider in this incredible town. Dubrovnik is also
an embarkation point on select voyages. On these occasions,
the yacht is docked at the cruise terminal.

Day 2 Kotor, Montenegro
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Kotor is a coastal town in Montenegro. The old Mediterranean
port of Kotor is surrounded by an impressive city wall built by
the Republic of Venice and the Venetian influence remains
dominant among the architectural influences. In 1979 the Bay
of Kotor, City of Kotor and the surrounding territory have been
listed in the UNESCO Heritage as a Cultural Site. SeaDream
usually navigates close by the small islands of St. George and
Our Lady of the Reef. The Bay of Kotor stretches 28 km and is
one of the most indented parts of the Adriatic Sea. It is
sometimes called the southern-most fjord in Europe (though it is
actually a submerged river canyon called a ria). SeaDream
typically docks steps away from the town. SeaDream has
arranged a few different Yachting Land Adventures. One of them
is a walking discovery and the other will show you the heritage
and countryside of Montenegro. For the active guests, there's
incredible biking along the coast as well as a hike up to the
fortress. On occasion, SeaDream may dock in the bay and
tender directly to the town. We regret that watersports are not
allowed in this protected area.

Day 3 Monopoli, Italy

25 miles southeast of Bari, Monopoli is a small port town in the
region of Apulia (Puglia). A flourishing seaside town, it was
always exposed to the raids and attacks of Turkish pirates in the
early days because of its location. It was originally populated by
the ancient settlers known as the Egnazians. Their maritime
tradition lives on in the city today. Local attractions included the
scenic port, the beaches and the crypts. Guests may consider
venturing out to Masseria Garrappa, Bari, golf at Masseria San

Domenico - San Domenico Golf or the unesco awarded
Alberobello giving incredible examples of the prehistoric
technique of (mortarless) construction, The trulli are made of
roughly worked limestone boulders collected from neighboring
fields. They feature pyramidal, domed or conical roofs built up of
corbelled limestone slabs.

Day 4 Fiskardo, Kefalonia, Greece

Fiskardo is a village located about 54 km north of Argostoli and
a district of the city of Erisos.The coast around Fiskardo is
mainly rocky with numerous pebble-beached coves. There are
numerous viewpoints in the area around the village that offer
panoramic views of the Ionian Sea including Daskalio island,
Ithaca, northwestern Aetolia-Acarnania and the island of
Lefkada.

Day 5 Kioni, Ithica, Greece

Day 6 Katakolon (Olympia), Greece

The rather sleepy port of Katakolon at the western edge of
Greece's Peloponnese Peninsula is close to the archeological
site of Olympia, where the ancient Olympic Games were held.
The Games date back possibly further than 776 BC. In 394 AD,
(after exactly 1170 years) emperor Theodosius I abolished them
as they were then considered reminiscent of paganism. The
town has a pleasant waterfront where you can find a seat at one
of the seaside cafes and order a cool drink and some local
mezes (Greek snacks).
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Day 7 Itea (Delphi), Greece & Corinth Canal (Transit), Greece

Itea is a small town situated on the north coast of the Gulf of
Corinth, 2 km west of Kirra, 8 km southwest of Delphi. The town
has a nice beach along with some shops, cafes and restaurants.
It allows the closest access to the incredible sight of Delphi
which is within the top three archeological attractions in Greece
and in 1987 was inscribed as a UNESCO Heritage Site. It is
believed the Zeus wanted to find the center of the Earth so he
sent two eagles flying from the eastern and western extremities
and where they met was Delphi - becoming the "navel/center of
the earth". SeaDream has arranged the very best guides and
vehicles from Athens to enhance this incredible visit further. Your
guided visit highlights the ancient Sanctuary of Apollo, where
Pythia, the celebrated Oracle dwelt, the Temple of Apollo, the
Sacred Way, the amphitheater, the best-preserved stadium of
Greece, and the Castalia Spring, where in ancient days the
pilgrims had to wash before they were allowed to consult the
Oracle. In the Delphi Museum, see such treasures as the
Omphalos, which marked the center of the world, and the
magnificent bronze Charioteer, one of the finest pieces surviving
from the 5th century BC. After the museum, there will be free
time to visit the village of Delphi. SeaDream has the option of
docking along the small pier in Itea or anchoring off to provide
water sports options. This is dependent on availability as well as
a number of guests visiting the archeological site. So narrow! So
dramatic! You'll understand why SeaDream says "expect the
unexpected" as your yacht transits the Corinth Canal. The canal
was first completed in 1893, despite previous attempts from
ancient times; the first plans being from 602BC. The Roman
Emporer Nero actually started construction in 67AD, making the

first cut himself with a golden pick. The canal we transit is 6.3
kilometres (3.9 mi) in length. Before the canal, ships sailing
between the Aegean and the Adriatic had to circumnavigate the
Peloponnese Peninsula adding about 185 nautical miles to their
voyage.

Day 8 Hydra, Greece

There is one main town on Hydra, known simply as "Hydra port".
It consists of a crescent-shaped harbor, around which is
centered a strand of restaurants, shops, markets, and galleries
that cater to tourists and locals (Hydriots). Steep stone streets
lead up and outwards from the harbor area. The charm of Hydra
town certainly lies in her rich history, beautiful port and
waterfront unspoiled by motorized vehicles. The island offers a
rugged charm and some spectacular scenes and makes the
perfect place for some self-exploration.

Day 9 Athens (Piraeus), Greece

Piraeus, roughly translating to "the place over the passage", is
an important Greek port located within the Athens
agglomeration, in the Attica Basin. It is 12 kilometers from the
municipality of Athens, considered the fourth largest and is the
third most populous amongst all the municipalities of Greece.
Now a peninsula, Piraeus, originally a rocky island, was
developed in early 5th Century B.C. when it was initially
designated as Athens' import and transit trade port. It is the
largest marine-based shipping center of Greece, one of the
largest ports in Europe, and considered the second largest
passenger port in the world. Inhabited since the 26th Century, it
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wasn't until the 6th Century B.C. that Piraeus began catching
attention. The land of Piraeus was essentially impassable,
flooded by the sea most of the year until centuries passed and
the flooding ceased. By the 5th Century B.C. it became a navy
base for the Athenian fleet for the natural harbors and the
strategic potential they carried. Athenian general and politician
Themistocles fortified Piraeus' three harbors Kantharos, Zea and
Munichia, created ship houses and completed his walls in 471
B.C., which led to the port becoming a great military and
commercial harbor. There are many archaeological sites, points
of interest and entertainment available in Piraeus. Most famous
for its tavernas and cuisine, several popular events take place in
Piraeus, such as the Ecocinema International Film Festival, the
Maritime Festival, the Piraeus Rock Wave Festival and the Three
Kings' Way Festival. There are also many theaters, including the
Municipal Theater, the open air Veakeio Theater, and the
Menandreio Theater. Museums in Piraeus include the
Archaeological Museum of Piraeus, the Merchant Shipping
History Institute Exhibition, the Panos Aravantinos Decor
Museum, the Georgios Averof Museum Ship and the Museum of
Electric Railways. Be sure to catch the panoramic views
available from the hill of Kastella, overlooking Athens and the
Saronic Gulf!

Please Note:

Itineraries are subject to change.
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YOUR SHIP: SEA DREAM I & II

YOUR SHIP: Sea Dream I & II

VESSEL TYPE:

LENGTH:

PASSENGER CAPACITY:

BUILT/REFURBISHED:

Named "Best Small Luxury Cruise Ship of 2015" in ForbesLife,
twin mega-yachts SeaDream I & II are intimate boutique ships
that provide a unique travelling experience unlike any other
cruise vacation. The expression "yachting" is not only a
statement about size; it's a lifestyle aboard our intimate vessels
with the service of 95 crew members and 112 guests that make
each guest feel like they are on their very own private luxury
yacht. Chic and stylish, SeaDream's 56-stateroom yachts are
favored for its elegant informality, highly personal service,
inclusive open bar and gratuities, all ocean views staterooms
and suites, luxury accommodations and world-class cuisine.
Highly Personalized, Award-Winning Service SeaDream's
award-winning 5-star service is second to none. From the
moment you are welcomed aboard by the Captain, it feels as if
you are being welcomed onto your own private luxury yacht.
With a maximum of 112 guests and an award-winning crew of
95, the crew to guest ratio provides each guest with SeaDream's
incomparable style and expert attention to detail. The service
aboard either of SeaDream's twin mega-yachts is comfortably
transparent, like the way the bartender knows your name and
what you would like to drink, or how the waiter knows how to

surprise you with your favorite dessert. Your crew is passionate
about delivering highly personalized and anticipatory service.
Once you experience SeaDream's inimitable service, you will be,
"Splendidly Spoiled" and you may never want to go on a cruise
ship again. A Gastronomical Experience Experience what wining
& dining on your very own yacht would be like with our expert
chefs and sommeliers. We are dedicated to offer the best
experience possible for each of our guests, including excellent
gourmet dishes and the finest wine selection at sea. Our
multi-course menu is specially designed with elegant, light
portions in mind so that an entire service may be enjoyed, from
introductory first courses, to decadent desserts, to expertly
paired wines. It's a gastronomical experience that will have you
indulging in every bite. Bon Appetit! Watersports Marina
Platform What is yachting without the proper toys? SeaDream's
Marina is equipped with all of the water sports equipment
required for a proper yachtsman's vacation. Multiple Marina
days allow for more time to enjoy the Personal Sailboats, Hobie
Cat™ Catamarans, Kayaks, Banana Boat , Tube, Wakeboards &
Waterskis, Snorkeling Gear, Floating Island & Trampoline,
Stand-up Paddleboards and Wave Runners/Jet Skis . The
Marina crew is always available to ensure your safety and
enjoyment (weather permitting). Balinese Dream Beds Take time
to watch the world go by on SeaDream's Signature Balinese
Dream Beds. These specially designed beds are the perfect
place to catch the views, read a book and sip your favorite
beverage. Select a cozy corner of the yacht and take that little
catnap you have missed all year. Our comfortable outdoor
platform beds are designed with afternoon naps and sunbathing
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in mind. These thick cushion beds, with throw pillows and
individual reclining backs, are the perfect spot on the yacht to
stretch out and enjoy unobstructed ocean views and cool sea
breezes. Yoga, Pool & Golf Start the day off right with
complimentary morning Yoga on deck. Offered daily, channel
your inner yogi and inhale and exhale the fresh sea breezes. Led
by our Thai-certified crew members, rejuvenate your mind and
body. The generous teak decks and lounge chairs are waiting for
you pool side. A saltwater pool and fresh water Jacuzzi®, fresh
towels, refreshing drinks and cocktails served by SeaDream's
award-winning crew will ensure you will enjoy your time spent on
deck. In the mood to practice your golf skills? You may do just
that on SeaDream's Golf Simulator on Deck 6. Equipped with
his and hers clubs, select from over 30 world-renowned golf
courses and enjoy them in air-conditioned comfort. Top of the
Yacht Whether you are the first one to greet the day at the Early
Risers Coffee or you enjoy a fine cigar and cognac after dinner,
the Top of the Yacht Bar is the social heart of the yacht. Take in
the sea breeze and 360° views. Before the sunrise, make your
way to the Top of the Yacht Bar to greet the day at the Early
Risers Coffee. Throughout the day, you may enjoy your favorite
drink or request a special SeaDream cocktail from our expert
bartenders. They are perhaps the most loved crew members on
board. For those meals in between, order a light bite off the
Insuite & Ondeck menu. Gourmet cheese platter anyone? Starlit
Movies ™ The pool deck becomes your cinema under the open
night sky. Get comfortable in a reclining lounge chair and watch
a concert or movie on the outdoor big screen. Your port of call
becomes your grand backdrop. Pillows, blankets, fresh popcorn
and bar service make this a movie experience like no other.
Casino, Piano Bar & Library If you're feeling lucky, begin your
evening entertainment with a hand at the Blackjack table in the

casino on Deck 4. Just steps away, enjoy an after dinner drink at
the Piano Bar, a relaxed and social lounge area where you enjoy
listening to live guitar and piano music. Request your favorite
tune and feel free to sing along. Or should you wish for
something more quiet, take refuge in the Library. Enjoy a good
read from our large selection of books or challenge a fellow
yachtsman in a selection of board games. Computer and printer
are also available. Balinese Dream Beds at Night Our signature
Balinese Dream beds may be transformed at night to sleep and
gaze upon the stars. Curl up in luxurious comfort with plush
belgian bed linens and admire the starry night sky on a clear
night. The soothing sound of the sea and cozy setting make this
a magical, unforgettable experience. Dessert Extravaganza An
elegant, after dinner gathering. The star of this party is the
delectable display of desserts including baked treats, tarts, pies,
cakes, ice cream and bananas foster. Your favorite libation,
music, fresh ocean air and the twinkle of candles and stars
make this the perfect ending to another special SeaDream day.
Top of the Yacht As day turns to night, enjoy the picturesque
sunsets at the Top of the Yacht Bar. The night sky transforms the
deck to a memorable night with accompanying music and a
social atmosphere. Mingle with friends you meet on board for a
night of cocktails, live guitar music, dancing and 360º views of
the twinkling stars. SeaDream Spa & Salon Escape and unwind
peacefully onboard with our very own version of paradise, the
SeaDream Spa. Spoil your mind, body and soul with the only
Thai-certified spa service at sea. A sanctuary of relaxation and
tranquility, the SeaDream Spa is an indulgent experience to
complete any SeaDream vacation. Our highly trained
Thai-certified therapists offer an extensive range of spa favorites
including Sisley Paris treatments, Radiant Facials, Detoxifying
treatments, Soothing Aroma Massage and Traditional Thai
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Massage for men, women, and couples. Hair & Nail services are
also offered in our full-service salon with our experienced beauty
stylist onboard.We use the finest beauty brands to meet your
desires including Sisley Paris, MOROCCANOIL®, Wella, and
Essie® products. You may also enjoy some of our treatments in
our open-air private massage area. Experience these
exceptional services cooled by gentle sea breezes only possible
on an exclusive mega yacht (weather

permitting).
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INSIDE YOUR SHIP

Commodore Suite Deck 2 Commodore Suite Deck 3

Owner's Suite Yacht Club Stateroom Deck 2

Yacht Club Stateroom Deck 3 Yacht Club Stateroom Deck 3 - waitlist

Yacht Club Stateroom Deck 4 Yacht Club Stateroom Deck 4 - waitlist
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PRICING

19-Jul-2024 to 27-Jul-2024

Yacht Club Stateroom Deck 3 -
waitlist £6200 GBP pp

Yacht Club Stateroom Deck 2 £5666 GBP pp

Owner's Suite £14499 GBP pp

Commodore Suite Deck 3 £11999 GBP pp

Commodore Suite Deck 2 £11332 GBP pp

Yacht Club Stateroom Deck 4 -
waitlist £6500 GBP pp

27-Jul-2024 to 03-Aug-2024

Owner's Suite £13416 GBP pp

Commodore Suite Deck 3 £10999 GBP pp

Yacht Club Stateroom Deck 4 £5666 GBP pp

Yacht Club Stateroom Deck 3 £5499 GBP pp

Commodore Suite Deck 2 £10499 GBP pp

Yacht Club Stateroom Deck 2 £5249 GBP pp

15-Jun-2025 to 22-Jun-2025

Yacht Club Stateroom Deck 3 £5213 GBP pp

Yacht Club Stateroom Deck 4 £5371 GBP pp

Yacht Club Stateroom Deck 2 £4976 GBP pp

Commodore Suite Deck 3 £10427 GBP pp

Commodore Suite Deck 2 £9953 GBP pp

Owner's Suite £12718 GBP pp

ADDITIONAL CHARGES:

Government, Port, Document
Issuance, Handling & Service fees
410 GBP pp


